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The major story of Europe after World War II is the end of European domination in world 

affairs. Even the victors, Britain and France, were exhausted by the war, and their efforts in 

maintaining their 19th century colonies proved futile. Instead, the new world was dominated by the 

superpowers of USA and USSR, whose ideological confrontation plunged the world into an era of Cold 

War. Nevertheless, in this midst of this new tension, Western Europe rose from the ashes of war to 

achieve a new prosperity and social peace. 
 

1. A New Order  
A.  The End of Complacency: the Student Protests of 1968 

1. Student protests a kind of echo of the simultaneous upheavals of 1848 

 a.) Paris the epicenter, again 

2. Origins of the revolt 

a.) European universities stretched to the limit  

b.) A rejection of middle-class values. 

B. The Changing Nature of Work 
1. Europe becomes “post-industrial” 

2. The peasantry dwindles as does the working class 

3. White-collar and “pink-collar” jobs offer bulk of employment in Europe’s service 

economies 

C.  Recession 



1. Western economies slump - triggered by the oil crisis of 1973 

a.) Lengthy economic emergency reaches into the 1980s 

b.) Creates mass unemployment 

i.) The first time since the Great Slump of the 1930s 

2. Eastern Europe’s socialist economies equally hit 

a.) Would not survive the recession 

3. Insecurity and resentment spreads in Western Europe 

a.) Welfare systems scale back 

D. The Search for Scapegoats: Anti-Immigration Sentiment 
1. Climate of resentment fuels (and still fuels) an anti-immigration backlash 

2. The Far Right thrives on anti-immigrant groundswell 

a.) France (Front National) 

b.) Austria (Austrian Freedom Party) 

c.) Flanders (Flemish Bloc)  

3. Racialist thinking covers itself in identity rhetoric. 

E. Secessionism and Regionalism 
1. General tendency for richer regions to secede, or, at least, de-solidarize themselves 

from the larger community (from the national state)  

a.) Lega Nord in Northern Italy 

b.) Catalunya; Flanders 

2. Notions of a “Europe of the Regions” gain in credibility 

a.) Standing of the old nation-states wanes. 

 

2. The Crumbling of the Socialist States 
F. Legitimacy of the Eastern Bloc States Grows Hollow 

1. After 1968, cynicism of the particracy (“nomenklatura”) increasingly visible 

2. Polish protests 

a.) The eventual triumph of Solidarnosc (Solidarity) 

b.) Lech Walesa and Pope John Paul I 

3. Soviet “reform from above” turns into a collapse of the USSR 

a.) Mikhail Gorbachev and Perestroika 

4. As Soviet Communism crumbles, so does that of the Soviet satellites 



 a.) Hungary’s “Velvet” Revolution 

b.) Fittingly communist meltdown occurs in the bicentennial year of the French 

Revolution 

i.) From “lèse-nation”, 1789, to “Wir sind das Volk”, 1989 

5. The “citizen front” era, however, soon replaced by the rule of more technocratic 

politicians 

6. As economic uncertainty and scarcity endures, resentment breeds chauvinism and 

xenophobia.  

a.) “Homogenism” shows its ugliest face in Bosnia and Kosovo 

 

3. The Expansion of the European Union (EU) 
G. From Modest Beginnings  

1. Originally a customs union between Germany, France, and the Benelux countries 

a.) The Treaty of Rome (1957) 

2. EU expands beyond the wildest dreams of its founders  

3. Fifty years after its birth Europe-wide structures 

a.) Twelve of fifteen EU countries (2002) trade in common currency—The Euro 

b.) European Central Bank 

c.) European Parliament 

 i.) Headquarters in Brussels 

d.) Common Agricultural Policy 

e.) Greater educational exchanges (the “Erasmus” and “Socrates” programmes) 

f.) A free labour market 

g.) Modified customs/immigration region (the Schengen Accord) 

4. There have been supporters and opponents to the increased role of the EU 

5. European nationalists decry excessive integration 

a.) Fear loss of national identities 

6. The EU functions as a parallel and independent institution to NATO, which remains 

under United States leadership 

 

4. The West and Globalization 
H. Third-World Migration to Western Europe  



1. Accompanies the economic revival of the 1950s and 1960s 

2. Labour shortages lead to the influx of non-Europeans 

a.) Asians and Africans to the UK 

b.) Turks to West Germany, the Netherlands, and Belgium 

c.) North Africans primarily to France 

3. Ongoing trend of migration from the poorer regions of the globe to the prosperous 

West  

a.) Successive waves of Chinese migration to Eastern and Western Europe 

b.) African migration to Spain and Italy are latest manifestations 

4. Historically not a society of multi-ethnic immigration 

5. Europe has experienced increasing tensions over multiculturalism in the past twenty 

years 

a.) Muslim youth riots in France 

b.) Muslim terrorist actions in the United Kingdom and Spain 

c.) Murder of Dutch journalist Theo van Gogh.  

6. The rise of anti-immigration racist parties reflects one response to this crisis 

a.) The Front Nationale in France 

b.) The Vlaams Belang in Belgium 


